SIXTH GRADE
School Supply List

Water Bottle (Everyday!)

Assignment Book

SIX very sturdy 3-ring binders - one inch (1”) size: blue, black, red, green and TWO white

ONE 3 ring binder - one inch (1”) size in any color

ONE Composition Book

TWO Mindbender Dictionaries (2-1/8” x 3-3/8”) - Available at Educomp in VH

SIX Three-hole zippered pencil and pen zipper pouches for each of your binders

Loose leaf white lined (college rule) hole punched paper for binders and a refill supply at home

4 x 6 multi-colored index cards for Social Studies

Erasable black or blue ballpoint pens

Large supply of pencils with erasers

Athletic shoes/sneakers for Phys Ed days